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Looking for awesome CMC Trip Leaders from ALL CMC groups interested in expanding their trip repertoire

Want to contribute to "The Pack"? Send your backpacking photos and articles to Stearns, Richard, (2021).
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"To inspire trust, put others first." Robin Dreeke

Stearns, and Robin Dreeke are referenced below. Leadership is a life skill to be used and to serve you daily.

develop your own leadership style". John Graham goes on to give some metaphorical exercises to gain

them as appropriate for the circumstances.
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Q&A With Backpackers Bob & Bobbi
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BPX TRIP LEADERS WHO LED IN 2021

BADGE OF HONOR FROM THE BACKCOUNTRY

LEAD THE PACK

CMC Backpacking Section Supports Leave No Trace

CMC connects Coloradans with more than 3,000 trips, hikes and activities annually.

Register immediately for the CMC Safety Series, choose from many classes, and learn the skills you need to

keep you in the loop. To all of you out there, thank you for being a BPX member, participating in and

for such trips, including me. Keep your eye on the CMC calendar. Reminder, make sure you clean and

All's quiet. Backpackers are transitioning into their winter groove: snowshoeing, skiing, hut trips, ice

THE CAMPUS

BPX TRIP LEADERS WHO LED IN 2021

On Venture! On Nomad! On Pilgrim and Tipsy!

"Now, Trekker! Now, Hiker! Now Alpine and Gypsy!

But he called different names than the ones that I knew:

I thought, "No, this can't be the same pudgy St. Nick."

But a miniature sleigh filled with backpacking gear,

When what to my wondering eyes did appear,

The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow

Then unzipped the tent and looked out in the night;

I reached for my bear spray and felt for my knife,

I sprang from my down bag to see what was the matter.

Had just checked and folded up our waterproof map,

And ma in her wool buff, and I in my cap,

With hopes that they'd dry and be ready to wear.

The wool socks were hung on each tree branch with care

'Twas the night before Christmas and all through the camp

But I heard him exclaim, ere he trekked out of sight—

He sprang to his feet, to his team gave a cry,

He loaded his gear up and tightened the strap;

He filled all our wool socks with gifts that were keen,

(Except for the one 'bout the goats he claimed flew).

And I thought to myself, "This guy's easy to like."

From his gait I could tell he was limber and spry.

A huge red and white eighty-five liter pack

He was dressed in merino with a goose down-filled puffy,

The ground shook as St. Nicholas landed in camp.
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